
USPS is Failing Me

Right after Christmas, I ordered a couple of items with Christmas money. And I’m still
waiting for them to arrive.

Both were sent United [sic] States Postal Service. Both have tracking numbers, but…

One apparently disappeared into the USPS system immediately after leaving the Denver
distribution center, and the other has been criss-crossing the country, coast to coast, ever
since it shipped. It got as close as Dallas twice, but then passed me by and ended up on
the other side of the country again. Seriously, it doesn’t stop going one direction until it
bounces off the coastline, when it just changes direction like a very slow game of Pong.

Neither case seems to be the seller’s fault in any way.

In fact one (Wazoo Survival Gear– not a paid link) was nice enough to ship out a
replacement after I gave them a head’s up that their package seems to have disappeared
somewhere between Denver and here. I wasn’t expecting them to do that, I just wanted to
let them know there might be a problem.

So I don’t blame the sellers. I blame the USPS.

Yes, I understand “Covid blah blah blah…”. Delays, unprecedented volume, etc. But this
isn’t a delay, it is incompetence. Stuff is staying in the system far longer than necessary,
taking up more of their employees’ limited time. No real business could be this
incompetent and stay in business.

The local USPS employees are nice and helpful, but the USPS as a system is everything
wrong with a big (semi)government bureaucracy. No real accountability being one big
problem.

The holsters I have reviewed come from Slovakia and arrive faster, but they are shipped by
a non-government business. And I got something else that was shipped through FedEx and
it got here in 2 days. What a difference being a real business makes.

https://everything-voluntary.com/usps-is-failing-me
https://wazoosurvivalgear.com/

